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Abstract— Malaysia is a country that receives
the sun light throughout the year. Sun light can be
used as an alternative energy to fossil-fuel or
hydroelectricity station to generate electricity.
There are various methods used to optimize the
harvesting of solar energy but some were costly
while others often cannot give precise location of
the sun especially when there is less illumination
from the sun. This project present a solar tracker
system that uses a webcam as the main sensor
combined with image processing technique that is
embedded into Raspberry Pi board to locate the
location of the sun in the sky. Raspberry Pi is the
main board used replacing the big computer CPU
to process the image. Two motor servo with
design of pan and tilt were used to move the
webcam to follow the direction the sun. It was
shown that the system manage to catch the
position of the sun even during the cloudy day.
The system offers simple implementation of the
tracker with the capability to locate the central
coordinate of the sun on an image and the
Raspberry Pi will send signal to the motor that will
rotate in accordance with the movement of the
sun
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Solar is a renewable energy and can be used
continuously and consistently, mostly in the countries
that receive sun light throughout the year. It is
predicted that the cost for energy could be reduced in
the sunbelt countries by 2020 if solar energy is widely
used [1]. In order to harvest solar energy efficiently,
solar tracker can be used to ensure maximum
harvesting possible as it can track the position of the
sun and at the same time capture the radiation at
maximum level by facing the solar panel directly to the
sun.
Some tracker in the current implementation and
researches uses sensors like photodiode and
phototransistor [2]-[4]. These types of sensors locate
location of the sun by sensing barely on the sunlight
intensity. The disadvantages of this type of tracker is
that it has a high sensitivity to weather condition
particularly on temperature and humidity change as
well as rapid deterioration under extreme condition
[5],[6]. There are other type of solar tracker that uses

complex control system and circuitry [7], though it
overcomes the high sensitivity problem, it incurs
comparatively high maintenance cost.
In order to solve the problems mentioned above, an
image-based sun position sensor has been developed
in recent years. High precision solar system by using
low cost webcam was developed by Minor et. al [8]
that was able to locate the sun and extrapolate its
position when it cannot be observed for a period of
time with tracking accuracy of 0.1° without being
affected by weather condition. Another image-based
sun position sensor and a tracking controller with
image processing algorithm [9] established a sun
image tracking platform that is capable to addressed
the problem of unstable tracking in cloudy weather and
achieve a tracking accuracy of 0.04°. other works on
tracking the sun using the image of the sun [5],[10],[11]
prove the possibility of tracking the sun by using image
processing technique and these motivate the research
presented in this paper.
This paper present a solar tracker system by using
digital image processing algorithm as the core element
and the cost can be reduced by using a webcam as an
alternative to a high cost camera. The image
processing will be embedded on a board named
Raspberry Pi. The Raspberry Pi is a credit-card-sized
single-board computer developed in the United
Kingdom by the Raspberry Pi Foundation with the
intention of promoting the teaching of basic computer
science in schools. There are two model which both
model are similar except for model B have the
Ethernet, 2 USB ports and 512 MB SDRAM. Both
models can run a Linux operating system. The model
that use in this project is model B.
II.
A.

METHODOLOGY
Hardware Design and Operation

The hardware design includes the Raspberry Pi,
two servo motors in pan and tilt position and the
webcam. The Raspberry Pi as the main board that
processes image and will control the servo motor. The
webcam will capture the image from the sky and the
will send it to the Raspberry Pi through Universal
Serial Bus (USB). The servo motor connected to
Raspberry Pi using GPIO port. After locating the
position of the sun, Raspberry Pi will move the servo
motor, pan or tilt which one are necessary or both so
that the sun will positioned at the centre of the image.
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If no sun is detected in the image, the Raspberry Pi
will move the servo motor until the sun is found. If the
sun already at the centre of the image, the Raspberry
Pi will give signal to the servo motor to stay at that
position for 10 minute.

THRESH_BINARY
dst(x, y) =

 maxvalue if src(x, y) > T(x, y)
0
otherwise


THRESH_BINARY_INV

0
dst(x, y) = 
 maxvalue

if src(x, y) > T(x, y)
otherwise

Block Size is size of a pixel that is used to calculate
the threshold value for the pixel (3, 5, 7 and so on). C
is the constant subtracted use in adaptive method. It
can be any number positive, zero or negative.

(a)
Fig. 1. The solar tracker design
B.

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) The Grayscale image of the sun. (b) The
binary image of the sun.

Image Processing

Since the image taken from the webcam was a 24bit colour image, it was converted to 8-bit grayscale
colour to allow efficient processing.
gray = cv2.cvtColor(frame, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
This process used OpenCV module. Frame is the
source image. cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY is the colour
code that provided by OpenCV. BGR is blue, green
and red. In OpenCV the bytes of image are reversed
so it starts from blue, green then red. In this coding, it
convert 24-bit colour image into 8 bit colour image.
The grayscale image was then being converted to
binary image in order to detect the circular or curve
shape of the sun.
thresh = cv2.adaptiveThreshold((src, max Value,
adaptive Method, threshold Type, block Size, C)
Adaptive Threshold is the special method to
convert the grayscale image into the binary image.
The first parameter in adaptive Threshold is the
source image. The max Value is a non-zero value
assigned to the pixels for which the condition is
satisfied.
Adaptive method is the adaptive thresholding
algorithm to use. There only have two types of
adaptive
method,
there
are
ADAPTIVE_THRESH_MEAN_C
or
ADAPTIVE_THRESH_GAUSSIA_C. Threshold Type
only has two types either THRESH_BINARY or
THRESH_BINARY_INV.

To identify the shape of sun, the Hough
transformation is use. Circle shape is use because the
shape of sun is circle.
cv2.HoughCircles(image, method, dp, minDist[,
param1[, param2[, minRadius[, maxRadius]]]])
Image is the source image; it can be in 8-bit image
or binary image. Method is the detection method being
used, in this project cv2.CV_HOUGH_GRADIEN is
used. dp is an inverse ratio of the accumulator
resolution image resolution. If dp is one, the
accumulator will have same resolution with the source
image. If dp is two the accumulator resolution will be
half of source image.
Accumulator resolution:
Accumulator resolution =

source image resolution
dp

Param1 and param2 is the first and second
method-specific parameter. minRadius is the minimum
circle radius used in detection. maxRadius is the
maximum circle radius will be use in detection.
C.

Motor Control

The movement of servo motor was determined by
the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signal send from
Raspberry Pi. The PWM signals were controlled by
the position of the sun in the image. Figure 3 shows
the flowchart that analyzes the process of determining
the coordinate of the sun by first detecting the shape
of sun.
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D.

PWM Control

There were two methods being used in controlling
PWM in servo motor, one is by using GPIO control
and another is by using PWM library. The time sleep
needs to be controlled so that the system can send
PWM signal to the motor servo. In GPIO.output (pin,
True) it will give high signal or one.
Referring to Figure 5, Time sleep is the delay that
refers to the time that the true signal will be
continuously sent to servo motor. Time a is from 1ms
to 2ms based on the degree of angle needed to make
the webcam facing to the sun.

Fig. 5. The relation between time a and b.
The relation between time a and b is as follow:
b = 20ms – a
III. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE
A.
Fig. 3. The flow of motor servo operation.
If the sun is not detected on the image due to the
webcam facing directly to the sun, Raspberry Pi will
send a random acceptant PWM signal to servo motor.
This will continuous until the sun is in the image.
When the sun is detected, the Raspberry Pi will then
analyse the position of the sun. This applies for both
pan and tilt motors. If the sun is at the left or right of
pan motor, Raspberry Pi will send signal to pan motor
signal so that it will position the sun at the centre.

Hardware

The PWM signal of pan and tilt servo motor are
connected to GPIO port 22 and GPIO port 23. There is
not output power for servo motor which both servo
motor are powered by Raspberry. The webcam are
directly connected to USB port 1.

Figure 4 shows the pan and tilt control line image
with sun on the left side. Raspberry will give PWM
signal to move the pan servo motor so that the pan
line comes across the centre of the sun. The same
processes apply to tilt servo motor.
After the sun is at the centre of the image, the
Raspberry Pi will continuously send the same PWM
signal for 10 minute. This is a closed-loop system
application where the output will determine the input.
Fig. 6. The complete hardware in this project
B.

Image Processing

The webcam support 2048 x 1536 pixels and 3.15
MP images. It also comes with autofocus and dualLED flash.

Fig. 4. Pan and tilt control.
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the tilt line are at 90 degree so it will be reduced to 75
degree and signal sent took 1.32ms. Data for different
images were recorded as in Table 1.
The end result is shown in Picture 4.15 where the
centre of the image is at the centre of the sun as
assume that the cross between pan and tilt line are
the centre of the image.

Fig. 7. The original image from webcam
Figure 7 is an image taken from the webcam
during the noon with some clouds one hour after rain.
The shape of the sun is not very clear because of the
cloud. Figure 8 shows similar image with image
processing applied. The orange circle is showing that
the location of the sun is detected and the orange dot
inside the circle is the centre of the sun.
The red line is the pan servo motor and the green
line is tilt servo motor. It was assumed that both servo
motor were at 90 degree. When the location of the
centre of the sun is located, the servo motor will move
the webcam to the centre of the sun. The cross point
between pan line and tilt line is the centre of the
image.
The pan servo motor is needed to reduce the
degree of the rotation so that the pan line will cross
the orange dot which is the centre of the sun. At 90
degree, the high signal PWM signal send from
Raspberry Pi was measured to be 1.47ms as
indicated in Table 1 (image 3). In accordance to that
when the PWM signal sent to servo motor is lower,
which is at 1.26ms the degree of rotation will be at 70
degree.

Fig. 8. Image analysis
The same methods were applied to tilt motor
servo. The tilt line needs to cross the orange circle.
Since the orange circle is at the left side the degree
rotation of the tilt servo motor need to be reduced. As

Fig. 9. Location of the sun
TABLE I. Time a and b with respect to degree of
the motor rotation for different image.
a

b

0.54ms
1.01 ms
1.47 ms
1.94 ms
2.40 ms

19.46 ms
18.99 ms
18.53 ms
18.06 ms
17.60 ms

Degree of
rotation
0
45
90
135
180

Image
Image 1
Image 2
Image 3
Image 4
Image 5

Referring to Table 1, a is the high signal of the
PWM sending to servo motor that determine the
degree of the rotation of the motor.
IV. CONCLUSION
From this work, an image-based solar tracking
system using Raspberry Pi was proposed. It was
shown that the system works very well with the
webcam aided with image processing embedded in
Raspberry Pi board always manage to catch the
position of the sun even during the cloudy day. This
will certainly result in maximum harvesting of solar
energy. The system offers simple implementation of
the tracker with the capability to locate the central
coordinate of the sun on an image and the Raspberry
Pi will send signal to the motor that will rotate
accordingly follow the movement of the sun.
The proposed tracking system also does not
present the disadvantages of using photodiode or
phototransistor that deteriote over time and less
efficient in a changing weather environment. For
future work, the system needs to be optimised by
making appropriate adjustment and improvement to
the algorithm to suite the real-time operation on the
field.
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